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Multimedia Conferencing:
Has it come of age?
Eve M. Schooler, Stephen L. Casner, and Jon Fostel
USC/nformation Sciences Institute
4676 Admiralty Way
Marina del Rey, CA 90292

1 Introduction
Multimedia conferencing has come of age. Or, has it? Proponents of teleconferencing have made statements
like this since as early as the 1920 s when the idea of video conferencing debuted [20], and echoed this
pronouncement again during the 1960's v.hen AT&T introduced its PicturePhone [3] at the 1964 World's Fair.
Marketing forecasts of the 1970's promiseJ the teleconferencing revolution [35] and touted "videoconferencing as a
revolutionary concept on the brink of success" [9]. One must wonder, are these assertions any more .rue now than
they were then?
Teleconferencing is hardly a novel concept. Yet, it has consistently fallen short of expectations as an effective
means of communication. Grudin [17] attributes this to the technologically-driven nature of the pursuit and
paraphrases a colleague whc sees this shortcoming as "technology searching for a need". Egido's articulate

discussion of its failures points to factors lying beyond the scope of technology, such as psychological and
sociological ones, and argues that the casting of electronic communication in the image of face-to-face meetings has
stood in the way of dev,.iop:ng multimedia conferencing technology to its fullest potential [9]. Bikson lobbies for
systems more attuned Lo group processes, taking the stance that system builders must consider the tools and
technology already in place, as well as individual preferences [4].
Despite valid skeptism, multimedia conferencing continues to be an active research area with a diversity of
systems being developed for a variety of situations. In particular, multimedia confere.ing is central to the idea of
the Collaboratory, an electronic environment for conducting science. As a vehicle for telecollaboration, multimedia
Lonfeiencing prorioes to provide a meeting place for thos'; needing to work cooperatively from afar. This paper
re, iews current research projects in telecollaboration and how they have addressed the aforementioned criticisms.
We first frame the discussion of multimedia conferencing with a nomenclature and taxonomy. We compare local
vcrsus remote conferencing, touching on issues in system architecture and network communication requirements. We

then examine the recurring problems researLhers have observed and the solutions they have chosen. Finally we
speculate that, ,ith the advent of new technologies and with a growing sensitivity to human factors, if multimedia
conferencing has not already come of age, it now has the opportunity.

2 Nomenclature and Taxonomy
A wide range of work falls under the heading multimedia conferencing. In the broadest sense it is the use of
mixed media for group collaboration. The term multimedia itself has a wide range of meanings. We use it to refer
to a collection of computer-based media such as text, structured graphics, bitmaps, facsimile formats and
sprc.idshects, plus real-time oi.c and %idco. Some multimedia doLuments also embed audio segments and video
stills or animations.
Several -variables help to differentiate tonferen,_ing systems; figure 1 lists pairs of contrasting characteristics.
One ma) think of these variablcs as forming a multidimensional spai-e with each system falling somewhere in that
space (admittedly, some points within the space are uninteresting).
Perhaps the most basic division is between syndhronoas and asynchronous conferencing. While both forms of
'.onfcrcni-ing catz to multipic users, s),ndlronous .onfcrencing is intended for aimultaneous users who have real-time
in~eraiKtions, while asndhronous L.onfercn,.ing systems, such as multimedia electronic mail [29] and structured
-1-

messaging systems P22], provide non-real-time communication.
synchronous conferencing systems.

Synchronous vs.
Local (or Face-to-face) vs.
Inter-office vs.
Centralized Architecture vs.
Simultaneous Access vs.
Explicit Floor Change Policy vs.
LAN vs.
Digital Media-vs.

In this paper, we concentrate our discussion on

Asynchronous
Remote
Meeting Rooms
Replicated Architecture
One-person-at-a-time Access
Inexplicit Floor Change Policy
WAN
Analog Media

Figure 1. Conferencing Characteristics
Another fundamental distinction is local face-to-face computer-augmented meetings [26, 36J versus remote
meetings for which a real-time voice and/or video channel is required [7, 23, 31, 33]. These live media may be
carried in digital [33] or analog [31] form. Some remote conferencing systems are designed for inter-office
collaboration [31] while others are for conferences between special meeting rns [33]. Some remote systems will
only operate with the low delays seen across a local area network (LAN) [26, 31, 36], while others can tolerate the
longer delays of a more geographically dispersed wide area network (IVAN) [7, 23, 33].
Most multimedia conferencing systems include computer-based tools to support group collaboration, or
groupware [7, 11, 12, 23]. Some groupware applications are considered meeting tools [361 that aid the meeting
process itself, like voting er brainstorming, and others aim to bring subject matter into the meeting [7, 23].
Computer conferencing tools may be classified as having either a centralized [23] or replicated [7] architecture.
The centralized approach is based on the execution of the application at one site with input forwarded from
whichever site has the floor to the site where the application executes and all output broadcast to the other sites.
By comparison, a fully replicated architecture runs a cop) of the application at each site in the conference. Input
from the site with the floor is broadcast to the- other participating sites and output is generated locally at each site.
Replicated systems minimize the input to outpu: delay for the participant with the floor, but are harder to construct
[7, 24].
Within groupware applic:itions, a range of floor policies are used. Some systems allow simuitaneous access to
the shared workspace by multiple users [36], while others only allow one user to alter the work area at a time [7,
23]. To obtain the "floor", one may be required tj take an explicit action, like the selection of a special function
key [26]. Less restrictive systems allow any keyboard or mouse activity to signal a floor change [7]. More
recently, some systems are providing a range of policies to fit the differei,t types of meetings that arise [7, 32].
As conferencing systems become more sophisticated, they may support venu.-agility [18], that is- hey may allow
users to operate in multiple points of the multidimensional space. Such , system may support a move between
synchronous modes (e g, collaborative editing) and asynchronous modes (e.g., electronic mailings of tese edits), or
allow the transition from working stand-alone, to working with one other person, to working wi.h a group of people.

3 Current Systems
To elaborate on the conferencing nomenclature and taxonomy, we discuss a sample of current multimedia
conferencing systems which might contribute to the realization of the Collaboratory. We note the variation in
capabilities, architecture and results gleaned from each. Many of the projects in the last decade have been inspired
by the seminal ideas of Bush, whose hypothetical Memex [5, predates today's hypenext systems as multi-user
repositories of information. To an ecn larger degree many were influenLed by Erngelbart, whose NLS/AUGMENT
[12, 11] was on. of the first systems to usc computers for group collaboration. Engelbart's system not only operated
asynchronously to support electronic mail, but provided synhronous mode, as wel, addressing the logistics of
terminal linking, sharing of files and floor control.
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3.1 The Colab
Xerox PARC's Colab [36] was !icsigndas an experimental .omputer-equipped meeting room that allowed small
groups (2-6 people) to focus on problem boling in face-to-face meetings. The room was configured with personal
computers which were set around a U-shaped table and were connected over a LAN. The table faced a large,
toui.h- nsitie screen at the front of the room. This setting gave rise to several computer-based meeting tools
including Cognoter, a toul to ,.llecti~cly organize ideas for presentations, and Argnoter, an argument spreadsheet for
proposals.
Motiatiuns behind Colab were studies that suggest office workers spend between 30-70% of their time in
MCeLIng L27], that the prscnce of computers in meetings is minimal, and that software which runs on e.ompu,zrs is
typiall) geared toward individuals rather than groups. Also, certain tasks regularly found in meetings are %ell
zuitcd to computcrs, c.omputcrs -an crispl) displa), manipulate, store and redisplay information better than a
blackboard ,,an. The Colab de elopers concentrated on face-to-face conferencing since these kinds of collaborations
most often occurred in their research group.
The Culab's replicated architecture employed a distributed database. Several different control models (e.g.,
,cntralized locks, token passing) were ,onsidcred for synchronization of shared data. To minimize delays to users, a
coopzrati~e model was chosen. Each machine had a copy of the database and changes were installed by
broad-asting each mudifi.cation without an) synchronization. Race-conditions were mitigated by the use of visual
..ad crbal cues. The graphic.,. user interface would gray out portions of the screen to provide a busy signal if it
,.ont-.n". data bing modificd by another group member. The participants also relied on verbal negotiation with
o'hie group mcmbers before altering shared data. These techniques effectively supported the floor policy that all
users had simultaneous access to the shared workspace.
A .ontinued thenie has been to explore how to %isually display shared simultaneously-accessible workspaces.
The initial approach was to enforce a strict What-You-See-Is-What-I-See (WYSIWIS) policy for the display. This
was relaxed t, allow personalized window layouts including private windows. It was also found that multiple
.UrsorS (one for cac.h participant) on the s,.reen led to too -nuch confusion so pointers were made visible only on
request. floweer, personalized .ies of a public window may also cause confusion if one participant points to data
which does not appear in another participant's view; the ability to "snap back" to a consistent shared view is
critical.
3.2 The Capture Lab
Another LAN-based face-to-face conferencing facility was the Universit) of Michigan's Capture Lab. Built on
Colab findings, it expcrimenteA with human fa.turs issues like seating arrangements of the users, the field of view
between meeting pariipants, and the protocols used for the exchange of information between individuals [26).
The specializcd meeting room Aas designed to look like a conventional conference room, save for a computer
workstatiun per person and a shared clectronji blackboard at the front of the room. This meant the use of an oval
,.onfcrn,. table
ilaid computcr muniturs. The) found that attendees participated more in these meetings than
ind,
when the) met a- a U .shaped table and attributed this phenomenon to better eye contact between participants.
llaing witncesed the effect of a room cunfiguration change on the interplay of the meeting participants, they
addr..,.d other room la)ut .un.cern, like providing equal '.isibility of the front screen from anywhere at the table,
or Aha, the) refer to as .wattn cq,,aht, the layout of the personal computers so as not to occlude others; and room
and table coloration to oercomC the bulkiness of the workstations to make them appear less obtrusive.
In the Culab project, simc all participants could enter data at once, they became totally absorbed in their typing,
o C) ,.Ontac.t and verbal ex,h,. ge diminished. To counteract this problem, Capture Lab made a departure from
Culat ..t)lc WYSIWIS. The inuimidual workbtation, maintained private workspaces for each user with the front
.c,.rn d;signatcd a. the global working area. Pr, emptic sequential control of the shared electronic blackboard
wjas

pruid,l

thruu6h th%. use of a functii, kc) on the keyboard, although participants were often found to verbally

disc.uss flue: passing bcforchan" a. Aull.

U.scrs

could

add pri~ate data to the shared work area once they received

the floor.
SCral uaexptetd phenomena wcrc ub.cr~cd. The elcutioni.c blackboard captured group attention so much in
micLung.s that changes made to it oft.n .tis.d individuals who wcre speaking to lose 'heir train of thought. Also,
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three types of meetings were noted to take place depending on how Zomfortable everyone was with the software, on
the relative typing skills of conferees, and on the degree of preparation and formality in the meeting. The Capture
Lab creators expected interactive meetings with equal amounts of participation by all individuals, but found these
happened rarely. The most common type was the rutating stribe meeting where those most dextrous acted as
scribes to the shared electronic bulletin board. Lastly, they found that more formal meetings with a designated
scribe generally broke down into rotating scribe meetings.
3.3 MMConf
BBN's MMConf system [7, 141 differs from the Colab and Capture Lab projects in that it was designed to
accommodate remote conferencing -- distributed, real time group interactions of an inter-office or inter-meeting-room
nature. As a conferencing umbrella program, MMConf supports a ,ariety of applications in multi-user mode,
ranging from a simple sketch tool, to a multimedia editor, a presentation tool, and video map and database browsers.
These applications bring subjett matter into mectings, rather than act as meeting-support tools. Because MvConf is
used among remote locations, a oiLe channel is required to substitute for face-to-face speech. Conventional
telephone conference calls have been used as well as a packet-switched video teleconferencing system (see the
section The DARPA Multimedia Conferencing Project).
Applications running under MMConf use gavel passing for floor control, one participant has the floor at any
given time. A floor request is implicit in any keyboard or mouse button input. The site with the floor hands off
the floor when requested. Unlike Capture Lab, there is no explicit function key to control this and, unlike Colab,
only one :erson has the floor at a time. The conferencing system's audio is often used to negotiate who should
take the fioor next since, without erbal agreement, a flurry of retries sometimes results. MMConf maiiages only
certain windows on a user's workstation. The other windows are deemed private and allow users to work
independentl). Data from private Aindows .an be imported into the global work area through use of conventional
window cut-and-paste functions.
MMConf uses a replicated .onferencing architecture, requiring each site to have its own copy of the requisite
files, be the) data or excutables. S)nchronization is kept by taking the input of the conference participant with the
floor and replicating it at all oer sites. In a LAN environment, it might have been easier to have taken a
centralized approach and to have kept one .op) of the files, running the application in one place and duplicating the
output to all sites. In a geographicall) distributed environment, a centralized system may result in unacceptable
communication delays. Centralizei architectures may provide poor interactive response to the coaferee with the
floor when accessing an application running at a different site [24]. They may also have the drawback that they
impose a heavizr level of network traffic than replicated architectures because output, rather than input, must be
iistributed to all sites. These disadvantages are masked over LANs, due to low delays, but they are exacerbated by
the large distances ir.volved in transcontinental WANs. Because of this MMConf's strategy seems more suited to
the WAN setting.
Because of MMConf's replicated architecture, applications must avoid operations that are dependent on the
timing of input. To avoid nondeterminism, applications are specifically designed to run under MMConf. To allow
tie integration of arbitrary applications, MMConf includes the Viewshell application. Unlike other MMConf
programs, it behaves like a centralized architecture and only runs at one site. It allows any program that uses
simple ,:haracter input/output to be run from within it, zo MMConf users may import whatever such applications
the) want, though intcrac.tivc response may suffer. Because the window management facilities are not available
within the Viewshell window, graphlall) oriented programs cannot be used. For this reason, Lauwers et al lobby
for centrali,,eJ computer ,.unfcrcncing ar,.hitC,.tures, but the) contlude that modem window systems make this task
very difficult [25, 23].
Whether
,.onfcrmcning
Ir.temet may
conferencing

a replicated or ccntralizd arhitcture is chosen, there are other difficulties of developing computer
s)tEcms fur operation in large diver.c ,.ommunitaLion environments like the Internet. For example, the
at timcs provide highly variabL, delays or routing failures that create brief service outages. Computer
systems cannot function unless the underlying networks provide robust communication.

3.4 Video Walls
An important trial implementation of telconfcrencing was the video wall experiment conducted by Xerox
Corporation. Two research facilities, one in Portland, OR, the other in Palo Alto, CA, were linked via a digital
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video hannel and two standard halfiduplcx phone lines. The omnipresent connection, operating continuously 24
hour I da), e ouragcd unplanned interactions ac.ross the two sites. Although an additional line was installed for
a ccss to data .ia the Internet, no formal groupNare tools were used at the time to coordinate joint work.
Large format mOnitors were plated in ,.ommoai areas and limited office to-office connectivity was provided through
swit,.hing. Preliminar) data indicated that 70% of all communications were of a casual, drop-in nature, with users
reporting that most probably would not havc occurred in the absence of the video link [16]. Roughly two-thirds of
all interactions were primarily technical in nature, the remainder being social [31].
Anothr telc,.unfrcn.ing expcrimcnt, .alled Video Window, is being conducted by Bellcore between Morristown
and Red Bank, Nc Jers,.). Dual video ,.hannels displayed on :ide-b)-ide projection screens with careful merging
prvidc a wide asptt ratio to view sceral participants. The high-quality video is coupled with quadraphonic audio.
The system is expected to be .. , all the time, so that, like the Xerox video walls, one can just walk into the
conference room to use it.
3.5 Cruiser
Like the video walls, Bellcore's Cruiser project [31] focuses on real-time audio and video, and specifically
,.aterN to unplanned, informal interactions. In contrast, Cruiser targets inter-office teleconferencing. Cruiser
,.urrenti) operate, within a single research site and, since this research is not trying to solve the communication
problems associated Aith live digital media, transmits its audio and video in analog form separately from computer
data. Both video walls and Cruiser attempt to overc-ome the disadvantages po4ed by the lack of physical proximity.
Howevcr, Cruiser .aters not so muk.h to ,ontinuou, audio-video presence, but rather to personal coaferencing, where
individuals rendezvous as desired.
The motivations for the Cruiser project were studies that suggest physical proximity between scientific
researchers leads to research collaborations [21]. The notion is that physical proximity invites frequent and
spontaneous .ommuncation that in turn often initiates .ollaboration. The correlation is even found to extend to
informal encounters, of a social nature. Furthermore, distances as little as "around the comer", "over one hallway",
or "on the next floor", all within the same building, %ere enough to hinder potential communication between
,.o workers. Therefore, personal conferenLing would seem to benefit not only individuals separated by large
geographic distantcs, but also those separated by the often haphazard layout of a typical office building.
The inspiration for the project came from the George Lucas film "American Graffitti". Both focus on social
IteLraction, although Cruiser refers to automated social browsing via a desktop computer. The implication is that
personal ..nfereninj; includc not onl) task specific meetings, but also multimedia encounters of a purely social
varict). Cruiser's intcrattion proto.ols rcflet a vast array of real-world social protocols. A preference for closing
one's office door or the attitude only -interrupt-me-if-its-my -boss have corollaries in the electronic realm, as do
purely technology-age phenomena such as answering machine tag.
3.6 The DARPA Multimedia Conferencing Project
The Multimedia Conferencing tMMC) project, a collaborative effort between ISI and BBN STC under DARPA
spon.sor.lip, has deeloped an experimental system ior real-time, multisite conferences [6, 33]. While some
.conferen.ing projects havc focus.d on issues for same-room conferencing, and others have concentrated on
inter ufficc .onfercn ing over LANs, our work has instead targeted remote conferencing across transcontinental
packet switched networks.
B) .oupling real time %oice and video with the MMConf computer-based shared
workspace k.ic.cibcd carlicr, the s).tem allows geographically separated individuals to collaborate. MMC is
typicall) used fur sdicduled tcle meetings often lasting all da). The links are not operated continuously as was
(lone in the video wall experiments.
The underlying ,.ommunhation framework for all media is packet switched. The current project grew out of an
initial intcrcst during the 1970's in research on patket transmission of voice. This evolved into an interest in
pa.ket stIed
ido, a good application for stressing the network. The system relies on an experimental suite
of protocols for real time data 13, 381 and the underlying experimental Terrestrial Wideband Netwrk (TWBnet).
Pckct sit.hng te.hnolo g prumiscs to allu improvement of idco quality by efficiently supporting variable-rate
,,d,.j ,.odin.
ILv mhcrent multiplcxing of multiph, streams also allows more effi(.ient -iIulti-destnation delivery for
N-way ,unfercming 161. Howcever, most %idco todcs arc designed for dedicated circuits, so part of the work for
MMC was to adapt these codecs to packet switching.
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A disadvantage of packet-sw itching is the potential for an increase in communication delay. In an earlier
version of the system %hen the packet %ideo data was sent o%er a satellite network, a half-second end-to-end delay
could be noticed. Communication delays caused delayed reactions by users. If nothing else, participants learned to
be etiquette conscious. If not, more interruptions occurred, since a pause in the middle of a sentence was difficult
to distinguish from the end of it. It was especially precarious to tell a joke and have to wait a few seconds for a
response. Since the network is now terrestrial, the dclay has been reduced to about a hundred milliseconds, but
users still sometimes notice the delay.
The system originally provided point to-point communication. Later it was extended to support multisite
conferences and now allus video from up to four bites to be simultaneously displayed in quadrants on the video
monitor. At each site, voice data from remote sites is mixed for playback, allowing all sites to talk at once if they
wish. Approximately half of all meetings invole more than two sites. Teleconferencing meeting room facilities
currently exist near Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Washington, D.C., and London, England.
A handicap of the MMC meeting room approach is that, unlike Colab, each site is only configured with one
workstation to run MMConf. Ideally, all parti,.ipants at all sites should be equipped with a workstation since this
was the premise on which MMConf was built. Due to the bulkiness of the monitors and the limited field of view
of the room cameras, this has not been practical. As a result, one participant plays scribe at each site.
The current direction of the MMC project is to provide office-to-office conferencing in addition to
already -supported meeting room .onferencing. Inter-office ,onferencing will allow individuals to be surrounded by
their usual assemblage of working tools, reference materials, and other familiar resources. The MMC project is
moving towards personal confercncing by porting the real-time processing components of the system onto a
workstation. Although some studies [9] indiate a preference for inter-offiLe conferencing over conference room
teleconferencing, meeting room style ,.onfercncing also has its place. It has been noted that meeting rooms better
accommodate groups of more than three conferees and that they typically provide higher audio quality.
3.7 Other Systems
Numerous other multimedia conferencing systems have been developed in the last few years. Noteworthy
conferencing implementations include work at SRI [1], the Rapport system at Bell Labs [21, several MCC efforts
[10], the Olivetti-sponsored research of Lantz and Lauwers [25] as well as the Pandora project [19], and Sakata's
work at NEC [32].

4 Observations
A myriad of factors haie given rise to the diversity in confercncing systems. Yet, certain themes are pervasive.
The following observations havc been made about the successes and failures in providing effective interfaces for
multimedia conferencing.
Familiarity. Both Colab and Capture Lab stressed the benefits of incorporating familiar elements from
,oncntional meeting rooms, and the inter-offi%.e emphasis of the Cruiser project promotes the usefulness of allowing
conferees the resources of their natural surroundngs. With familiarity come spontaneity and informality, both
ingredients for making an cnvironment .onducVi c for collaborations. Similar arguments are made by those who
favor conferencing systems that allow one's usual collection of desktop tools to be used [4, 9, 171.
Cognitive overload. Designers of the Capture Lab were worried about the impact of simultaneous typing, that
the "cognitive load" would be too high for participants to carry on useful conversations if everyone could enter data
at the same time. Consequently. the) shifted away from Colab protocols to a floor policy of sequential data entry.
Likewise, multiple video sourc., may present cognitive hazards in tcle onferencing systems. To intelligently
organizc and een manage sccral rcal time images may oerwhelm the average user. Some current commercial
systems employ a separate operator to manage these details so participants are free from such worries. It remains to
be seen how ,.ognitive overload mill ultimately cffeut the manageability, not to mention scalabilty of multisite
teleconferenring systems.
Simplicity. In certain settings, simplicity of the shared applications is deemed a plus. This was certainly found
to be the case at ISI, where groups of users convene in a special meeting room and then conference between
meeting rooms sharing a group a.count. Comments about the need for simpli.it) wcre in reaction to a sophisticated
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multimedia editoi '14; that was the original multi user appliation provided with the system. Surprisingly, the
,AILIcibm was aimed at its hunderfull) ri.h functionality. Man) users pre'erred an interface they could intuitively
operate (e.g., draw with the mouse, --lick ,n the screen to change cursor position, enter text by simply typing). In
i.n.punsc, a muc-h simplified, rudimCntar) t,.xt editor was later provided for those not familiar with the fancy editor,
liosc, .ithout time tu learn it, and thuc ,irIpl) uninterested iMlearning Yet another new application. This sentiment
was ;c.hud by Capture Lab designers who dlibcrately made "the number of commands a user needed to know and
the number of steps a user took to perform an) t)pe of communication task as low as possible" [26]. This was also
'ridncnWdat Colab b) th- distillation of one of the original applications into a simpler 'version with little to no use
of menus [151.
Flexibi'ity. Different kinds of meetings wil arise. They will call for a variety of applications, different levels
of sophistication among users, and a range of floor control options. Some will be informal, such as developer
sessions or the gathering of an engineering task force, while others will be more formal, such as funding
negotiations. As mentioned earlier, Capture Lab observed three types of face-to-face meeting styles. Similarly,
Sakata studied the usage of his in house multimedia desktop computer confereneing system [32] for a year and
discocred two types of meetings. one of a brainstorming nature, the other of a broadcast nature with
,.hairperson-controlled floor ,.hanges.
Recognizing the diversity of meeting situations and audiences, Colab
Je'elopers had dcsigned a range of tools from formal to informal, resulting in a total of 16-18 applications as of
August 1989 [151. Similarl), the latest sersion of MMConf no, offers a choice of floor policy options. In short, it
is necessary to offer interfaces that arc appropriate for the different usages of conferencing systems.
Necessity of real-time media. Remote onferencing is impractical without some form of real-time voice
..omrnunlz.ation. Yet does a .isual .hannel add significant content to a teleconference? While video is not the most
important information ,.nnvcCed during tcle meetings, it provides otherwise unavailable 'visual cues that help in
,orrctly gaging reactions, in establishing a better working rapport, aad in noting if conference participants are
attentivc, not to mention awak'
Although some studies have pointed to the dubious nature of adding a 'visual
,.hannel, others ha%c found thcre is more of a demand for video if it can be provided cheaply enough (9]. Video
a.ts not orly is a mcar_, if viewing- remote co workers, but also as a means for providing the three dimensional
zqui'alen, of a s.anner or fasimile. Cam,.ras are able to digitize any three dimensional item, as well as items that
might be damaged by a pass through a scanner, such as old manuscripts and paintings [391.
Quality of real-time media. In the Xcrox video wall experiments, "despite mediocre quality of both audio and
, dcu, a.. repoteA that the s..tcm jas modcratl) useful for sharing culture and maintaining relationships across
the .vu ites" ,31j. Houwvecr, the 56 Kbps digital video channel was considered insufficient for crucial aspects of
joint work, such as detailed .ullaburation or delicate negotiation [21]. Audio ambiance is perhaps even more
important than 'vidcu quality bec.ause .,u.st information is carried in the audio channel. First reactions to the M1MC
s)tem ,Jft. in,.lude fa'orablc .oiment., in audio quality, and in particular on the ability of all sites to generate
and h"ar audio simultaneousy. B) oantrast, a traditional speaker phone ,.all provides a haff-duplex connection. Our
personal experienv.c has been that half duplex audio scverely hampers group dialogue since it alters natural
face to face group protocols and makcs si,.able group .orfercrics more cumbersome. As research associates, our
tuleran.e of redwcd qual't) ma) diffr from that of a business executive or a funding sponsor. Even high-fidelity
S)stcms will always be subject to .ritiism sin-c teleconferencing facilities can never entirely match the quality of
"being there". Bcause the u,.essful existing systems span a wide range of audio and video quality, it would
appear that acccptanc; of these sp.t.fis has more to do with "the nature of the intended application than with the
details of technical quality" [9J.
Communication delays.

Cun,;n about minimizing communication delays seems to come in two flavors.
CeLou]., to propagate updates to all sites, and about end-to-cnd delay of real-time
nic.dia. Minimizing intcraction delay is at the root of the centralized 'versus replicated debate for computer
UnfcrLIc.ing ar, Iitc.tur". Delapy, may be nuticd during information updates, as well as during floor changes.
End to end dcla) of real time audio ha. thc. potential to effect normal conversation, as seen when MMC traffic was
scnt ia .arJite, dc-a) is ,.ncraiiy undetctablh. ,hen under twenty milliseconds, can cause trouble when significant
cho i. prcsent if betwN
en 40 80 insec.%, and bcgins to effect normal conversation when greater than the hundred
millisecond range [371.
.onc.,im about d.ay for ,llabufati

rechnology and human factors. rAu~r .
"the
-tatcs mission of the Colab project is how computers can make
gruup. more eff1etic at thc;ir vurk- and that this requires an awareness of the interplay between technology and
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group productivity (15). Details as seemingly uqimportant as inter-participant viewing and changes to room
accoutrements effected acceptance of the Capture Lab s)stem. Video monitor height and the size of video images
figure into people's receptiveness to the MMC teleconferencing system. When MMC is used in fullsereen display
mode, rather than quadrants, and the live %ideo of the remote site takes up the entire video monitor, images are
closer to life-size and there is more a sense of holding a fdce-to-fac.c meeting. Cruiser's sensible range of social
protocols (from "anyone may drop in" to "no one is to bother me") serve to offset Orwellian reactions to the
presence of cameras [3, 9, 391.
5 New Technology
Technology advances at a rapid pace. We now expect workstations to come with a mouse. We are beginning
to expect workstations to come with audio. Workstations such as the NeXT and SPARCstation already have built-in
audio input and output capabilities including digitization and -.umpre.4ion hardware and/or software. Workstauons
can already display video-in a-window with the addition of a peripheral card, su,.h as the Parallax video card 1281
and others Within a few years, we expect workstations to come with integrated support for motion video including
built-in cameras and video bandwidth compression hardw'arc.
The inclusion of video capabilities within the %orkstation architoture will allow iidco tk. be treated like other
more traditional forms of data, able to be stored on conentional file systems, edited, and shipped over the network
rl, 30]. Widespread availabilit) of and familiarit, with integrated %orkstation %ideo will also lead to a surge in
multimedia applications since developers will be able to depend on video capabilities being there.
Video produces a staggering amount of raw data for each frame, and many frames pet second, producing a data
stream of approximately 100 Mbps. Compression is essential not on!y to lessen network loads, but is also enucal
for storage. Researchers continue to improc bandwidth ,ompression algorithms i301. Motion video can now be
transmitted at 56 Kbps. As compression standards arc czaabli.hed, these funtiumn, will be implemented in VLSI and
incorporated directly into workstations.
Workstations already incorporate high speed packet-network interfaces, sudi as Eiernet, and the speed of these
networks will increase, for example to 100 Mbps with FDDI and other high-speed LANs 1341. There are already
many !5 Mbps networks to connect LANs, some networks, such as the NSFNET backbone, are being upgraded to
45 Mbps, and the recent government initiatic tc establish the gigabit NREN will bring high-speed networking to a
much larger sector of the population.
This network infrastructure in .ombination with video capabilities in the
workstation will enable widespread multimedia ,.onfcrencing. to support projets such as the Collaboratory.
Support for real time data over these networks will require real-time .ommunication protocols similar to those
the MMC project has developed 16, 38,. These protocols pro ,ide for low delay transmission and multicast delivery
for multisite conferences. Multicast dcliser%, is also %aluable for non-real-time protocols [8 used an groupware
applications.

6 Conclusions
Technology alone cannot transform clectronic conferencing into an accepted or widespread form of
communication. Each conferening projct surc)cJ had its own disco~cris of seemingly unimportant human
factors that flew in the face of technology
,mall modifi.ations of an either ps)Laological or sxiological impor
that seem to propel the cause forward. A modicum of suc,.css is implied by the ,ontinued use of these systems. If
nothing else, their usage reflects a good match between the capabilities of the systems and the tolerance,
expectations, and needs of their user communities. An integral part of the .oming-of-age process will be the
continued attention to issues beyond the scope of technology itself.
The idea that collaborative technology .s ar, activity in search of a need should be laid to rest. Its niche is
among individuals who spend most of their time in group cndeavors, who us.- computers to do their work, and
whose potential for collaborations has been impaired by lack or geographi, proximity. It seems especially well
suited for the kinds of scientifi. ,ollaborations crnisioned fur the Collaboratory. The trend among fe multimedia
conferncing system: discussed is to draw on real world interaLtion protoco!s, but not to enforce a strict electronic
replica of face to far:c :onferenc:.s. Instead. multimcdia .unfcreiing is promoted as a supplement to facc-to-face
collaboration.

Each of the systems has focused on different issues, which in turn ha's given rise to a set of at once varied and
recurnng findings. Colab researLh in user interfaces for simultaneously-accessible shared workspaces has been
instrumental in establishing electronic, metaphors for group interactions. Capture Lab stresses the influence of
human factors on the acceptance of .onferencing systems. Video wNalls are found to be effective as a means for
L.o-presenc.e, while Cruiser takes this one step further with personal conferencing -- where unplanned, informal
along the road to research collaborations. MMConf, and
interations and social browsing are .onsidcred
systems like it, introdulc the idea ol groupware in remote settings and the architectural tradeoffs for supporting joint
work over large geographical distances. Finally, MMC integrates real-ime media with remote conferencing over a
wide area network.
'irtues

Anecdotal rules of trade ha'e been distilled from the recurring themes observed. Simple considerations, such as
acommodating a %ariety of Lonferening s .cnarioN, guarding against cognitive overload, and catering to a sense of
familiarity, have repeatedly been cited as guidelincs used by system builders. The necessity and quality of real-time
media also figure into a system's effectixeness, as do the simplicity of groupware interfaces and the impact of
communication delays.
In .onclusion, multimedia conferencing has not yet come of age. The criticisms are being addressed, and the
underlying tec.hnology is nearly ready. Future technological developments will provide the higher speed networks
and more sophisticated workstations needed to make multimedia conferencing feasible. A wider availability of such
systems will result in a growing Lorps of users less intimidated by the technology. Complaints about response times,
network bandwidth, inflexible shared window systems, and hardware bulkiness, all have solutions on the horizon.
Prohibitive costs and the undue complexity of current day systems should be eliminated by next-generation
workstations. In turn, this would leae more time to devote to other pressing questions. When are computers and
live media suited to group conferencing? What group tasks are appropriate for electronic mediation? How can we
c.reate s)tems that seamlessl) transition between one's personal work environment and conferencing workspaces?
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